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Enterprise Applications and Utilities 
for the ServiceNow Platform

The Stave CMS+ for ServiceNow 
application provides an 
extension to the existing 
Content Management System 
application allowing the use of 
14 new Content Blocks, all of 
which can be configured with 
just a few clicks.
  

Our CMS+ applications can significantly 

cut down your content management 

implementation costs by allowing system 

administrators to create CMS Sites with little 

to no knowledge of CSS or HTML.

The Stave CMS+ application can be used 

by new clients that want to have a modern 

website by the time their full implementation 

goes live or by existing clients that are looking to 

redesign their site and have a product that can be 

easily maintained in the future.

Key Features Include

»  Supports mobile devices with 
    no additional configuration required

»  ESS template provided 

»  6 new menu types 

»  14 new content blocks

»  Import custom fonts

»  Uses twitter bootstrap

»  Implements fontAwesome

CMS+ for 
ServiceNow
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CMS+ Jumbotron

Jumbotrons are ideal for page titles or for 
presenting information on the page that will 
stand apart form all other content

CMS+ List

CMS+ List provide a modern approach to CMS 
lists by allowing styling of list elements on the list 
record itself. Similar to out of box CMS lists, these 
list will allow users to select a renderer to format 
the information being presented

CMS+ Media Object

Media Objects allow users to enter embed code 
to present content from external sites such as 
videos, animations, audio, etc

CMS+ Menus

CMS+ menus provide 6 new menu types 
with extended styling options and display 
configurations. All links can be target to specific 
individuals and/or times. Links can also have 
scripts executed when clicked to allow capturing 
events for web analytics tools

CMS+ Alert Container

Alert containers provide a way to present 
messages to users targeted based on Dates, 
Roles or Conditions 

CMS+ BxSlider

Implements an image carousel to provide an 
eye catching block to any home page.
Each slider is fully configurable from the way 
slides transition to the amount of time spent 
on each slide.Images can also include text 
overlays or even other content blocks

CMS+ Custom Fonts

With custom fonts you can achieve the next 
level of customization by importing your own 
fonts either via attachments or via a link (i.e: 
Google Fonts)
  

CMS+ Data Table

Data Tables implement Jquery Data Tables 
to provide an easy to configure table of 
elements with a predefine filter applied to it. 
All table formatting can be applied either via 
CSS classes or on the table record itself

KEY FEATURES
Fully responsive sites with minimum coding required. 
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Panels provide a container to group content. 
Panels can also be used to achieve multi column 
layouts and also can include a header and a 
footer to add context to the content being 
shown.

CMS+ Search Box

A search box can be used to submit a search 
against the sites search results display page or 
also to present search results as the user types 
on the screen.
 

CMS+ Search Results

Search Results provide the ability to easily style 
results while still using the ServiceNow search engine.

CMS+ Site Configuration

Site Configurations allow users to specify 
common elements and styles that will be used 
on a site or a group of pages.

CMS+ Thumbnail

A Thumbnail allows to present images with 
information and links regarding its contents..

Fully responsive sites with minimum coding required. 

CMS+ Modal Window

Modal windows are ideal for presenting 
content when a user first lands on a site 
or page. Modal windows can display static 
content or CMS/CMS+ content blocks

CMS+ Navbar

Navbar can be used for displaying your company 
branding plus a combination of other content 
such as a navigation menu or search box.

CMS+ Navbar

Navbar can be used for displaying your company 
branding plus a combination of other content 
such as a navigation menu or search box.
 

CMS+ Pagination

Pagination allows users to divide a group of 
elements into pages. This is ideal when dealing 
with a large number of similar elements such 
as search results or list elements.

CMS+ Panel

Fully responsive sites with minimum coding required. 
KEY FEATURES
Fully responsive sites with minimum coding required. 
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Overview

Stave is professional software development firm 
focused on delivering functional Applications 
and Utilities for the ServiceNow platform.  

We deliver software that helps to extend the 
platform across the enterprise, with a focus 
on enabling Shared Services organizations to 
deliver continued value to the organizations 
they support. 

ServiceNow Experience

The Stave team has more than 20 years 
of developing and integrating commercial 
business and shared services applications for 
Fortune 2000 businesses.   We’ve brought that 
experience to the ServiceNow ecosystem to 
provide robust and flexible applications that 
let organizations transition and migrate legacy 
business processes to the platform, providing 
a single “platform of record” for business and 
organizational applications.

The open, integrated capabilities of the 
ServiceNow platform enable enterprise 
service management to include business 

process management, workflow, field service, 
configuration management, automation, 
visualization, reporting, dash-boarding, and 3rd 
party system integration. 

Contact Us

Web  

staveinc.com

Address and Phone

888 Prospect St, Ste 200
La Jolla, CA 92037, USA

Office (855) 248-5780
Fax (858) 400.5800

Support

+1 (855) 248-5780 ext 2
support@staveinc.com

Sales

+1 (855) 248-5780 ext 3
sales@staveinc.com

About Stave


